Navantia will present its new Green Energies division at
Wind Europe Bilbao
Navantia’s Chairman, Ricardo Domínguez, and the Green Energies Director, Javier
Herrador, will unveil the company’s new brand for this area of business and its plans to
support the development of clean energies.
• The company will showcase its capabilities to grow in offshore wind energy and
hydrogen.
•

30th March 2022.- The Spanish, state owned, company Navantia will participate in Wind
Europe 2022 trade fair, the most important event in the wind energy sector in Europe, which
will be held in Bilbao, April 5th-7th and will host 330 companies and some 8,000 visitors.
At the event, Navantia will showcase its new Green Energies division, recently created as part
of the company's reorganization to align all its activities around its main business lines and will
unveil its new green energy brand.
The presentation event will be led by the President of Navantia, Ricardo Domínguez, and the
Director of Green Energies, Javier Herrador, on April 5th at 12.00 (CET) at the company's stand
(1-C60).
At Wind Europe, Navantia will highlight its eight year long experience participating in offshore
wind farm construction projects for various national and international clients (including
Iberdrola, EDP and Siemens), a total of 11 projects in five countries, and will showcase relevant
innovations for the sector, such as its knots welding robot.
It will also outline the plans of its new division to increase its activity in this area, as well as in
the field of hydrogen, where Navantia has experience and capabilities in the areas of naval
propulsion and electrolyzers.
Attendance at the event will enable Navantia to boost its position in the sector, which is
expected to grow by 13% per year until 2030 in Europe, strengthen its relationship with its
customers and make itself known in new markets.
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
Navantia will attend Wind Europe with a sustainability plan to ensure that its participation is
sustainable and carbon neutral. The plan consistis of 80 measures, most of them concerning
Responsible Production and Consumption, including the use of recycled materials in the
construction of the stand and the control and management of waste generated. The carbon
footprint offsetting will be carried out at the official MITERD (Spanisg Ministry for Ecological
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Transition) centers in Sierra de Gredos and Negreira (A Coruña), thus becoming Carbon
Neutral.

Press advisory:
Presentation of Navantia new Green Energies Division and Brand.
Navantia stand at Wind Europe: Bilbao Exhibition Centre (BEC), 5-7 April 2022.
Stand 1-C60.
April 5th, 12.00 p.m. (CET).
About Navantia:
The Spanish shipbuilder NAVANTIA is a world reference in the design, building and integration of highly
technological state-of-the-art war ships for the Spanish Navy, which makes it a strategic company, and
for the international market. Its activities include the design and manufacture of Integrated Platform
Management Systems, Fire Control Systems, Command and Control systems, Propulsion Plants and
through life support for all its products. NAVANTIA has also taken steps towards diversification and has
become a relevant actor in the area of offshore wind power.
NAVANTIA belongs to Grupo SEPI, a corporate holding which is made up by a total of 15 state-owned
companies in which it has a direct majority shareholding participation and which employ more than
78,000 professionals.
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